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Welcome to Moore Thompson...
You want to give the best possible legal service to your clients. At the same
time, you need to stay on top of day-to-day practice management issues and
keep your firm compliant with regulatory and reporting regimes.
At Moore Thompson Chartered Accountants,
we are experienced in working with legal firms
of all sizes and understand the issues you face.
Whether you are a sole practitioner or a
multi-partner firm of solicitors, our accountants,
tax and business advisors can help you run your
practice efficiently and cost-effectively.
We can also assist you with broader practice
development and strategic planning issues, to
help you maximise profitability and achieve your
financial and business objectives.
In everything we do, our focus is to provide
proactive, practical advice designed to help both
maintain compliance and enable your practice to
develop and grow.
This brochure provides an overview of our services
for the legal sector. If you would like to discuss in
more detail how Moore Thompson could assist
you, please contact us to arrange a free, no
obligation meeting.

It was refreshing to work with
an expert who was promptly
able to take charge of the
issues that required their
input and to offer a service
that went beyond our initial
instructions and expectations.

Our services for legal firms include:
• Business support services
• SRA Accounts Rules compliance
• Tax compliance and planning
• Remuneration planning
• Business strategy and profit improvement
• Corporate finance
• Succession planning
• Expert witness and dispute resolution
• Inheritance tax and trust services

Business support services...
Your day-to-day financial matters need to
be in the best possible shape so that your
practice can operate efficiently and cost
effectively. Sound financial management is
also a cornerstone of practice growth and
development.
But while it’s important to keep on top of your
financial administration and paperwork, they can
take up valuable in-house time and resources
that could be better spent on other priorities.
Moore Thompson offers a range of business
support services, enabling you to focus on
delivering first class client services and growing
your practice. Our services include:
• Bookkeeping and accounting: knowing
what money is coming into and going out

of your practice is essential to financial
stability, assessing financial performance and
establishing profit share. In preparing your
accounts, we can also advise on the most
appropriate way of accounting for complex
issues, such as goodwill and premises, and
on where improvements can be made.
• Management accounts: our user-friendly
management accounts will deliver the
up-to-date information you need to support
decision-making and measure performance.
• Payroll: our fast, efficient payroll service
provides a cost-effective alternative to dealing
with your payroll in-house, ensuring your
people are paid correctly and on time and all
your HM Revenue & Customs payment and
reporting obligations are met.

SRA Accounts Rules...
Compliance with the Solicitors Regulation
Authority’s (SRA) Accounts Rules, to ensure
that clients’ monies are comprehensively
safeguarded, is essential for every practice.
Moore Thompson’s legal sector specialists
are experienced in preparing annual
accountants’ reports for solicitor firms,
in line with SRA rules. As well as
preparing the reports, we can also
identify areas for strengthening and
enhancing systems and controls.
We understand that
Compliance Officers for
Finance and Administration
(COFAs) may need support
in identifying breaches of the
SRA Accounts Rules. In isolation,
a single breach may be trivial
but it could form part of a series
of incidents that together form
a material breach, so systems
need the capacity to identify
such patterns.

We can assist with regular reviews to check
breaches identified by the COFA, assess
whether any breaches have been missed
and assist in identifying and correcting
weaknesses in systems and controls.

Tax compliance and planning...
From paying the right amount of VAT to
filing tax returns on time, keeping on top of
tax reporting and payment obligations is a
key priority for any business.
We offer comprehensive tax support to ensure
legal firms maintain compliance with the tax
authorities while maximising tax efficiency. We
can also assist individuals within the firm with
personal tax arrangements.
Our tax expertise means that we are ideally placed
to advise legal firms on more complex tax issues
affecting their own practices, such as business
structures and their tax implications, transaction
planning or the tax aspects of a merger,
acquisition or business sale.

Our legal sector clients are able to draw on our
tax advice and expertise to add value to their own
services, build stronger relations with their clients
and sharpen their competitive edge. For example,
we can provide assistance with issues arising from
client trusts or estates, including capital gains tax
computations and inheritance tax returns.
We can also advise on issues such as maximising
inheritance tax efficiency as part of a will or wider
estate planning or mitigating capital gains tax on
business disposals.
By bringing us on board at an early stage, solicitors
and their clients can avoid both potential tax pitfalls
and unnecessary tax liabilities.

Remuneration planning...
Building a successful firm of solicitors means
that you need to attract high quality people who
can develop the practice and move it forward.
Competitive and tax-efficient remuneration
packages can play an important part in bringing
on board the right team and ensuring a smooth
leadership transition as part of succession planning.
We can advise on putting in place tailored
remuneration systems for partners, members,
directors and key employees, including
performance-related schemes and profit-sharing
agreements, with a focus on maximising the
efficiency of profit extraction.

We’ll tailor our advice to your
firm’s culture and goals, with a
focus on assisting the practice
and the individuals who lead it to
achieve their objectives as well as
strengthening the firm’s foundations
for future development and growth.

Business strategy and profit improvement...
Establishing a legal practice is a significant
achievement but as time passes growth can stall,
often because practice leaders are simply too
busy dealing with their day jobs.
Even when they recognise that they need to
develop the practice to improve profitability and
performance, they may not be sure what steps
they need to take to move to the next level.
To maximise your firm’s potential for success, you
need a clear idea of where you are going and how
to get there. Our legal sector specialists can help
you to plan strategically, by identifying your firm’s
strengths and weaknesses, setting goals and
defining the tools – from raising funding to new
ways of working – that you may need to achieve
your objectives.

Financial stability is crucial to moving forward,
so we can assist with issues including cash flow
management, financial forecasting, budgeting and
setting fee levels, as well as helping you to make
sense of key financial data for informed decisionmaking, tackling problem areas and strengthening
your firm for the future.
Establishing financial targets and regularly
reviewing progress against these will also feed
into the ongoing development of your business
strategy, helping you to crystallise your thinking
and concentrate activity in the most productive way.

Corporate finance...
Having the right finance in place at the right
time is crucial to the success of any business,
including legal practices.
Moore Thompson is experienced in corporate
finance issues and can provide expert advice
to legal professionals and their clients.

Our corporate finance advice on
major transactions – such as practice
or business sales, acquisitions, mergers
and management buyouts or buy-ins –
includes advising on the tax efficiency
of different funding options or
investment in a business.

We can also advise on grooming a legal practice
or other business for sale, by preparing practice,
business or company valuations and provide
financial due diligence services for investors.
Where legal practices or their clients have existing
funding arrangements in place, we can carry out
reviews of these and examine the structure and
cost. If these are not providing the best value, we
can help to source more appropriate and costeffective alternatives, through our contacts with
both traditional lenders and the new breed of nonbank funders. We can also help to present funding
proposals in the most robust and persuasive way.

Succession planning...
When you’re running a legal firm, your clients
are your priority. When you’re also dealing
with day-to-day business issues and working
within regulatory and reporting regimes, it can
be hard finding time to think about the future.
But when you’ve worked hard to build and grow
your practice, you also want to make sure it
continues to develop and succeed as partners
or other senior team members leave or retire.
At Moore Thompson, we believe it is never too
soon for legal firms to put in place succession
planning to achieve continuity in the practice’s
operations and smooth transitions of leadership.
Our specialists will help you focus on key
issues, including the financial impact on the
practice of equity partner retirements, the future
structure of the business and grooming senior
staff – or attracting talented new people – for
future leadership roles.

If the best option for the firm going forward is a
merger or sale, we can provide the appropriate
advice to support you through the process,
including advice on maximising the value
and tax efficiency of the transaction.

Retirement planning goes hand-inhand with succession planning, so
that partners, members or directors
can organise their personal finances,
as well as those of the practice,
prior to an exit.
We work closely with our independent financial
advisor colleagues at MT Financial Management,
who can provide comprehensive advice on all
aspects of pensions, retirement planning and
investments.

Expert witness and dispute resolution...
When disputes arise, legal professionals and
their clients may need support from specialist
advisors. Moore Thompson’s experts are
experienced in providing robust reports and
acting as expert witnesses in court proceedings
on issues including:
• Business valuations: a valuation may be required
when an owner is going through a divorce or
when a dispute arises, for example between
directors and shareholders. We are experienced
in valuations ranging from small family firms
through to substantial groups, providing
commercially-minded and credible assessments.
• Divorce: divorce can be complex when
substantial assets are involved. Alongside
business valuations, we advise on whether and
how funds can be extracted from the business
and assist with financial settlement negotiations,
including splitting pensions, share transactions,
setting up trusts and investing funds. We can
assist with completing Form E, which discloses
the individual’s income and assets, examine
the other party’s form, and advise on the tax
implications of disposing of matrimonial assets.

• Dispute resolution: business disputes –
including partnership or shareholder disputes
or breaches of contracts – must be dealt with
quickly and efficiently, to stop them becoming
a drain on management time and resources.
We can report on the financial merits of claims
to assist with alternative dispute resolution
and mediation or, if this is unsuccessful, act
as expert witnesses in court.
• Insurance claims: where a business is affected
by fire, flood or business interruption or an
individual by personal injury, an insurance claim
may be made for lost profits or income. Where
the validity of a claim is in question, or there are
significant discrepancies in valuations provided
by the two parties, we can assess claims and
act as expert witnesses where necessary.
• Due diligence: when you are raising finance
for your business, lenders require due diligence
to protect their investment. We are experienced
in collecting and analysing relevant financial
data and producing clear, concise reports for
businesses ranging in size from small ownermanaged enterprises to substantial companies.

Trust and inheritance tax services...
While trusts are an effective tax planning
tool, the tax and accounting issues involved
can be complex.
Moore Thompson’s trusts specialists can provide
accounting assistance for any trusts or estates
within your portfolio, with services including
preparing annual tax returns, capital gains tax
computations and inheritance tax returns, as
well as estate accounts and accounts for the
Court of Protection or in power of attorney cases.

We also offer a fixed fee trust review
service, designed to add value to the
trust services you already provide and
to reduce the risk of future litigation.

Based on information you supply, we will carry out
a review of the trust and advise on the suitability
of existing investments, the tax treatment and on
whether costs associated with investments held in
the trust could be reduced.
We understand that there may be times when
you would value additional expertise to assist
your clients on inheritance tax planning issues. We
can provide expert advice to assist in maximising
inheritance tax efficiency as part of a will or wider
estate planning.

For more information, please contact
a member of our legal services team...
Mark Hildred

Craig Reid

Managing Partner

Partner

mark@mooret.co.uk
01775 711333

craig@mooret.co.uk
01775 711333

Ken Maggs

Trevor Wilshire

Partner

Director of MT Financial Management

kenneth@mooret.co.uk
01775 711333

trevor@mtfinman.co.uk
01775 717220

Emma Bunting

Senior Tax Manager

emmabunting@mooret.co.uk
01775 711333

Our offices...
Spalding

Wisbech

Bank House, Broad Street,
Spalding, Lincolnshire,
PE11 1TB

Monica House, St Augustines Road,
Wisbech, Cambridgeshire,
PE13 3AD

01775 711333

01945 465767

Market Deeping

Peterborough

Bank Chambers, 27 Market Place,
Market Deeping, Peterborough,
Cambridgeshire, PE6 8EA

7 Swan Court, Forder Way,
Cygnet Park, Hampton,
Peterborough, PE7 8GX

01778 380850

01733 560160

Our services...
• Acquisitions and disposals
• Audit services
• Auto-enrolment and re-enrolment
• Bookkeeping and accounting
• Budgeting and forecasting
• Business start-ups
• Business strategy and planning
• Capital allowances
• Capital gains tax
• Child benefit tax charge
• Cloud accounting and MTD advice
• Company secretarial
• Corporate finance
• Corporation tax
• Estate and inheritance tax planning
• Expert witness and dispute resolution
• Grant funding
• Increasing growth
• Independent business reviews
• MT Financial Management
• Management accounts
• Non-domiciliary tax issues
• Payroll and HR
• Performance improvement
• Personal tax
• Preparing for exit
• Retirement planning
• Tax enquiries
• Tax planning
• Tax-free childcare
• Trusts and executorships
• VAT
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